The Starting Lab project is a new activity that will be introduced this year and will start on March 2019.
The main goals are learning research Instruments and have practical insights and examples on how to solve a research problem which is a groundbreaking improvement to the mindset of the students helpful also in the writing of the thesis.

We gathered the PhDs program coordinators, who will give their unique perspective and techniques, both theoretical and practical, using news and data taken from Thomson Reuters, which strongly believes in what we propose.

To provide the best experience we advise to all the interested students to pre-apply by filling the google form attached here.

We will keep in touch with you if there are any updates.
In the meanwhile, for every doubt you can write an e-mail to:

daniele.mondi@students.uniroma2.eu

or to:
silvia.tabuani@uniroma2.it

All the students who are interested in participating can fill-in the following module within November 15:
https://goo.gl/forms/gyBe9aRQDSuzmeff2

Thank you for your interest,
Have a wonderful day!